
4th Grade / Erin’s Eagles Lesson Plans 

November 13-17, 2017 

 

Writing: As our publishing date approaches, writing is going to be a major focus of 

our week! We are working on creating nice, clean finished drafts of our fall stories 

and making illustrations to go with them to be sent off and created into a bound 

book. In order to provide enough time, writing will occur more frequently this week 

- including Writing Wednesday! This Wednesday we will take a pause from our 

usual classes to dedicate our time to illustrations, creating a cover, and wrapping 

up our work so our book can be sent off Wednesday afternoon to be published. We 

will take lots of fun breaks and if you would like to help by providing healthy snacks 

to fuel our work, that would be greatly appreciated! Please have order forms for the 

book submitted by Wednesday - if all goes well, our books should be in by the 

winter holidays. 

Reading: Reading groups are approaching a mutual stopping point after reading 

independently last week. After break, groups will come back together to discuss 

what they have read and continue on in their stories. 

Math: We will wrap up our second module on measurement this week! We will 

spend the rest of our math time working on a fun Thanksgiving math project, 

focusing on problem solving and simple multiplication. 

Science: We will update our science project board and get introduced to our next 

challenge. 

Birch Buddies: We had a wonderful introduction to our survival skills unit last week. 

This Thursday, we will continue to build our expertise in either shelter building or 

fire making.  

Spanish: We will be describing animals with color words. 

Music: We will learn new chords for “Hakuna Matata.” 

Art: We made painted papers to use for Grandparents Day.  

PE:  We will be playing running and hiding games. 

Special Note: Wednesday is the last day to submit an order form for our fall stories 

book. Additionally, we would love to have healthy snacks to fuel our author work on 

Wednesday as we push to finish our book. If you would be willing to provide 

something, please let me know! 

 

 


